Relationships between the winding angle, the characteristic radius, and the torque for a long polymer chain wound around a cylinder: implications for RNA winding around DNA during transcription.
Long polymer chains are ubiquitous in biological systems and their mechanical properties have significant impact upon biological processes. Of particular interest is the situation in which polymer chains are wound around each other or around other objects. We have analyzed the parameters of a long Gaussian polymer chain wound around a cylinder as a function of the torque applied to the ends of the chain. We have shown that for sufficiently long polymer chains, an average winding angle and a characteristic radius of the chain can be determined from a modified Bessel function of purely imaginary order, in which the value of the order is equivalent to the applied torque, normalized to the product of the absolute temperature and the Boltzmann constant. The obtained results are consistent with a simplified interpretation in terms of "torsional blobs," and this could be extended to nonideal chains with excluded volumes. We have also extended our results to the case of a polymer chain rotating in viscous medium. Our results could be used to estimate the mechanical strains that appear in DNA and RNA during transcription, as these might initiate formation of unusual DNA structures, invasion of RNA into the DNA duplex (R-loop formation), and modulation of the interactions of DNA and RNA with proteins.